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Romanticism is expressed in this lamp 

with 24k gold plated structure and white 

Murano glass with white pearled tears.
The lighting that becomes Haute 

Couture.

24k gold upon molten bronze and white 

Murano glass.

Ref. 9810/6+5

http://www.creacionescordon.com
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The special light that provides the sieve of 
the silk together with delicate parts set 
with Strass in amber and 24k gold used 

for plating the authentic bronze are the 
brooch of this space full of elegance.

24k gold upon molten bronze and Strass 
Amber.

Ref. 9815/6

http://www.creacionescordon.com
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The lamps embellished with Strass create 

spectacular effects when they have the 
opportunity to be reflected in beautiful 
mirrors.

24k gold upon molten bronze and Strass 
Vintage Diamond. 

Ref. 9821/8

http://www.creacionescordon.com
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Decoration becomes more and more 
necessary in order these ambiences full 

of classicism, but so sophisticated at the 
same time could cause great effect.

The selection of this piece of lighting of 
Cordon is totally assertive. 

24k gold upon molten bronze and 

Murano glass.

Ref. 9828/8+10

http://www.creacionescordon.com
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When interior designers want to make exclusive 
space solutions for their projects, they incorporate 
Cordon master pieces. 

Ref. 9830/16

http://www.creacionescordon.com
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Gothic pendant lamp that combines 
colour crystal elements witn delicate 

applications of jewellery details on its 
arms and  body.

This piece and its dimensions allows you 

to include it in apartments and houses 
with not so high ceilings.

Ref. 9843/8
 basic version

Ref. 9842/8
 additional decoration

http://www.creacionescordon.com
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Spectacular tailoring  piece made for a 

custumer. We are specialist making 

unique pieces for unique ambients in 

unique mansions or palaces.

24k gold upon molten bronze.

Ref. 9831/30

http://www.creacionescordon.com
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To create is something inherent to 

Cordón . This lamp of French line is 
reinvented with our new finish. The 
structure in mother-of-pearl, with its 
exquisite iridescent glitter serves as 
support for the combination of crystal 
and natural pearls. Pearls that are the 
reflection of the feminine, the perfect, the 
authentic thing. 1 cm diameter Natural 
pearls.

Ref. 9830/6

http://www.creacionescordon.com
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The collection Strass allows us to combine 
colors and to provide the extremely 

beautiful effects of harmony or contrast 
as in this ambience in violet hues. 
Sublime choice!

Platinum upon molten bronze and  more 
of 950 Strass Amethyst.

Ref. 9825/12

http://www.creacionescordon.com
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The chandeliers of series 1547 answer to the 
need of the period of moving objects, among 

them the lightings, from the winter to 

summer residences. Of particular interest are 
the projecting balcony boxes along with the 
smoothness of the curves of the arms. 
Important in these pieces is also the central 
shaft with magnificent decorations and 

adornments. Perfectly chiselled and finished.

Ref. 1547/20

http://www.creacionescordon.com
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To cast the bronze, to change its aspect 
with the care of the craftsman. Delicate 

sculptures that adorn each one of the 
arms of the pieces, one by one. Sculptures 
of light, interpretation of the 17th 

century for the interiors of houses and 

mansions of the families of more prestige.

Ref. 1518/16

http://www.creacionescordon.com
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In the world of Cordon, lighting has 
extraordinary qualities.

The art and jewellery collections of 
lighting are hallmarks of our identity. 

The lamps that will make every space 
magic and unequal.

for more information please see our 

Lighting Jewellery catalog.
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In the world of Cordon, lighting has 
extraordinary qualities.

The art and jewellery collections of 
lighting are hallmarks of our identity. 

The lamps that will make every space 
magic and unequal.

for more information please see our Art 
Gallery lighting catalog.

http://www.creacionescordon.com
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The final perfect end for extraordinarily 

minimalist ambiences. The Cordon’s 
lamp “Boreal” made of handcrafted 24K 

gold plated molten bronze, white Corian 

and red, blue and green glass of precious 
shapes. The color of beauty.

24K gold upon molten bronze. White 

Corian and more of 100  Colored  

Murano crystals. 

Ref. 9837/24 BOREAL
        ART GALLERY

http://www.creacionescordon.com
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Noguchi, Charles & Ray Eames, the 50’s 
years in articles of high design that 
transcend borders and spaces. Aria joins 
up eternal pieces.

24K gold upon molten bronze. White 

Corian Crystal. Pieces of jewellery 

crystal

Ref. 9835/8 ARIA
        ART GALLERY

http://www.creacionescordon.com
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280 white crystal tears, strung like jewels, 
adorn Allegro. Playing with neutral hues 
of black and white, steel and gold. 

Magnificent serenity.

24K gold upon molten bronze. White 

Corian. 265 Crystal Murano drops.

Ref. 9838/16 ALLEGRO
        ART GALLERY

http://www.creacionescordon.com
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In the world of Cordon, lighting has 
extraordinary qualities.

The art and jewelry collections of lighting 

are hallmarks of our identity. The lamps 
that will make every space magic and 

unequal.

Three models of Art Gallery Collection 

table lamp :Boreal, Allegro and Aria..

for more information please see our Art 
Gallery lighting catalog.

http://www.creacionescordon.com
http://www.creacionescordon.com
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The forest is coming into this dining 

room through the windows, leaving its 
signs on the marvelous lamp Opera with 

touches of 24K gold plated molten bronze 
leaves applied on white Talcum structure 
– the exclusive technological material of 
Cordon.

24K gold upon molten bronze. White 

Corian.

Ref. 2836 OPERA
        ART GALLERY

http://www.creacionescordon.com
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Rich warmth. Aria combines perfectly 

with this ambience that frames it. 
Splashes of gold in a sea of white light.

24K gold upon molten bronze. White 

Corian and  Crystal. 

Ref. 2835 ARIA
        ART GALLERY

http://www.creacionescordon.com
http://www.creacionescordon.com
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Cylindrical lamps formed by 

individual pieces, cast one by one and 

welded for providing the appropriate 

shape, are the expression of avant-
garde design together with the 
interpretation of the craftsman with 

expert hands.
 

Different diameters and possibilities, 
such as ceiling or pendant lamps.
 

The selected wild silk lampshades are 
used to cover the lights.

Ref. 9840 /.1/.2/.3 CYLINDER
                                 ART LIVE

http://www.creacionescordon.com
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Сylindrical сoncept but with pieces 
set as rings and jewels. We can create 

lamps of colossal or simpler 

dimensions always under the highest 
concept of Cordon lighting jewellery.

Ref. 9840.5 CYLINDER
                      ART LIVE

http://www.creacionescordon.com
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Wall lamps that convert any wall 

into a perfect canvas for a work of 
art.

The selected wild silk lampshades are 
chosen for covering the lights.

Ref. 8840 CYLINDER
                    ART LIVE

http://www.creacionescordon.com
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The table lamp of this collection can 

be combined in any ambience as an 

exclusive and personal Baroque 
element or as a complement to a more 
ornate decoration.

Ref. 7840.1 CYLINDER
                      ART LIVE

http://www.creacionescordon.com
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Cylindrical lamps formed by 

individual pieces, cast one by one and 

welded for providing the appropriate 

shape, are the expression of avant-
garde design together with the 
interpretation of the craftsman with 

expert hands.

Ref. 2840 CYLINDER

http://www.creacionescordon.com
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Different diameters and possibilities, 
such as a pendant lamp in the center 

of staircase or special places. You can 

put together as many units as needed.

Ref. 9840.4 CYLINDER
                      ART LIVE

http://www.creacionescordon.com
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As forest leaves, this collection shelters 

wonderful insects made with 

Swarovski. Butterflies and spiders are 
entangled in creating the most 
beautiful and exclusive lamps.
Double light: white and coloured 

allows creating the magic of the depths 
of nature, making your choice 
depending on the living moment.

Ref. 9841    CUBE
                  ART LIVE

http://www.creacionescordon.com
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Lamp-bases for the most exclusive 
home theater or for placing the most 
wonderful piece of sculpture.
Its structure of interlaced pieces 
together with the double lighting 

system will convert the room in the 
most sophisticated part of home.

Ref. 2841    CUBE
                   ART LIVE

http://www.creacionescordon.com
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As forest leaves, this collection shelters 

wonderful insects made with 

Swarovski. Butterflies and spiders are 
entangled in creating the most 
beautiful and exclusive lamps.
Double light: white and coloured 

allows creating the magic of the depths 
of nature, making your choice 
depending on the living moment.

Ref. 7841/.1/.2    CUBE
                           ART LIVE

WORK IN PROGRESS

http://www.creacionescordon.com
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Each Cordon chandelier has more 
than 150 points of handmade 
soldering, more than 80 pieces 
threaded by Cordon experts, making 

each item the most exclusive. Pieces 
made of perfect cast bronze as it was 
used to do in the past.

Ref. 9839      BALL 
                    ART LIVE

http://www.creacionescordon.com
http://www.creacionescordon.com
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Each Cordon chandelier has more 
than 150 points of handmade 
soldering, more than 80 pieces 
threaded by Cordon experts, making 

each item the most exclusive. Pieces 
made of perfect cast bronze as it was 
used to do in the past.

Ref. 9839      BALL 
                    ART LIVE
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Floor lamp belonging to the Ball 

collection of the perfect beauty 

inspired by a bird's nest or the center 

of life.

Ref. 2839      BALL 
                    ART LIVE

http://www.creacionescordon.com
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Ball table lamps of two heights and 

designs playing the chrysalis effect 
with its internal secret. Life forever.

Ref. 7839.1    BALL 
                    ART LIVE
Ref. 7839.2    BALL 
                    ART LIVE

http://www.creacionescordon.com
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Plant forms like leaves that embrace 
the light.

Ref. 8839      BALL 
                    ART LIVE

http://www.creacionescordon.com
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Natural art pieces inspired by 

nature. This room divider with built-
in lighting composed by over 600 gold 

plated different pieces elaborated one 
by one is a work of art for the most 
refined ambiences.

Ref. 11014    WALL
                    ART LIVE

http://www.creacionescordon.com
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Ref. 11020/3P  
                    ART LIVE
        

The first Cordon sofa introducing the 
upholstery world, with the 
incorporation of Cordon distinctive 
elements into its design.

http://www.creacionescordon.com
http://www.creacionescordon.com
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Ref. 11020/3P  
                    ART LIVE
        

Fully made of wooden structure with the 
possibility of combining foam and 

feather fillings and three comfort levels: 
solid, enfolding and extra-enfolding, as 
well as natural extra-quality bovine 
leather, hand-stitched and selected for 

obtaining exclusively the best article.
Fully customizable as per desired 

measures.

http://www.creacionescordon.com
http://www.creacionescordon.com
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Within the Cordon world the Decoration 

includes exclusive pieces which 

complement the best ambiences.

Decorative dishes, amphoras,, 
candelabras and mirrors will be a 

hallmark of your ambiences.

for more information please see the 
Time is Gold catalog from Cordon

http://www.creacionescordon.com
http://www.creacionescordon.com
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Within the Cordon world the Decoration 

includes exclusive pieces which 

complement the best ambiences.

Dishes, vases, candelabras and mirrors 
will be a hallmark of your ambiences.

for more information please see the 
Time is Gold catalog from Cordon

http://www.creacionescordon.com
http://www.creacionescordon.com
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Reflections of beauty in Cordon’s 
mirrors.

We have a surprisingly marvelous 
sensation while looking at ourselves in 

these mirrors.

24k gold upon molten bronze.

for more information please see the 
Time is Gold catalog from Cordon

http://www.creacionescordon.com
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Keep memories, collect feelings and 
moments of happiness forever. Our photo 
frames are designed and produced one by 
one with the exclusivity of Cordon in its 
purest essence. 

for more information please see the Time is 
Gold catalog from Cordon

http://www.creacionescordon.com
http://www.creacionescordon.com
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Ref. 320
                    DECORATION LUX
        

http://www.creacionescordon.com
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Ref. 321
                    DECORATION LUX
        

The horse head is born from the 
Picasso's deepest feeling expressed in 

his wonderful "Guernica"

http://www.creacionescordon.com
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Ref. 322
                    DECORATION LUX
        

Homage to Cubism created by 

Picasso and his veneration to women

http://www.creacionescordon.com
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Ref. 319
                    DECORATION LUX
        

The bull. Picasso was marvelled by its 

world - the atmosphere of death and 

festivity. The Jon Mikel's 
interpretation is magnificent

http://www.creacionescordon.com
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Magnificent dial totally handmade, with 

the numerals upon the white enamelled 

porcelain.

24k gold upon molten  and noble woods.

Ref. 941L
with strass Swarovski

                       HORLOGERIE
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A piece of jewellery – clock “The sun” of 
French inspiration of the XIX century.

The ornamental leafs convert the dial 
into the solar center. Exquisite 

elaboration of pendulum and the upper 

floral decorative part.

24k gold upon molten bronze.

Ref. 80 with central porcelaine
              
                            HORLOGERIE
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A piece of jewelry – clock “The eagle” of 
Baroque inspiration of the XIX century 

and Boulle style. 
Gorgeous clock with abundantly 

decorated case and dial with numerals 
upon the enamelled porcelain, standing 

on the base in the same finish.

The frame emphasizes its singularity.

24k gold upon molten bronze and noble 
woods. 

 wall clock ref. 982
 base ref. 98021
           
                            HORLOGERIE

http://www.creacionescordon.com
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Thank you for visiting Cordon!
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